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Abstract—Nanophotonic architectures have recently been proposed as a path to providing low latency, high bandwidth
network-on-chips. These proposals have primarily been based
on micro-ring resonator modulators which, while capable of
operating at tremendous speed, are known to have both a
high manufacturing induced variability and a high degree of
temperature dependence. The most common solution to these two
problems is to introduce small heaters to control the temperature
of the ring directly, which can significantly reduce overall
power efficiency. In this paper, we introduce plasmonics as a
complementary technology. While plasmonic devices have several
important advantages, they come with their own new set of
restrictions, including propagation loss and lack of Wave Division
Multiplexing (WDM) support. To overcome these challenges
we propose a new hybrid photonic/plasmonic channel that can
support WDM through the use of photonic micro-ring resonators
as variation tolerant passive filters. Our aim is to exploit the best
of both technologies: wave-guiding of photonics, and modulating
using plasmonics. This channel provides moderate bandwidth
with distance independent power consumption and a higher
degree of temperature and process variation tolerance. We
describe the state of plasmonics research, present architecturallyuseful models of many of the most important devices, explore
new ways in which the limitations of the technology can most
readily be minimized, and quantify the applicability of these novel
hybrid schemes across a variety of interconnect strategies. Our
link-level analysis show that the hybrid channel can save from
28% to 45% of total channel energy-cost per bit depending on
process variation conditions.
Index Terms—nanophotonics, plasmonics, on-chip interconnects, energy-efficient network-on-chip

I. I NTRODUCTION
As we continue to add more cores, accelerators, and other
communication hungry resources on die, delivering low-power
high-bandwidth interconnect becomes increasingly critical.
These demands have driven computer architects to consider
new interconnect technologies not traditionally used for onchip communication, such as optics. Optical interconnects
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offer high frequency operation, limited attenuation over long
distances, the ability to perform wavelength division multiplexing, and low power modulation and detection. Recent advances in nanophotonics have been able to bring the structures
required for non-trivial topologies down to a scale that they
could feasibly be coupled with a microprocessor die.
Most of these architectural proposals have been based on
the micro-ring resonator-based modulators and filters which
have many attractive properties such as compactness, energyefficiency, and the ability to tune the wavelength of resonance.
However, the resonant wavelength of these rings is highly
temperature dependent. Typically this problem is solved by
adding a tiny control circuit containing a heater connected
to the ring, thus tuning the ring temperature. In addition
to temperature induced variation, the manufacturing process
itself introduces variation as perturbations in the geometry of
ring can change its resonant frequency [49]. Counteracting
this effect can be hard to get right because it may require
corrections to two adjacent rings which require two different
temperatures. Moreover, heat that is generated according to
the running workload can change the die temperature by
55◦ C [31]. Even if perfect control was achieved, trimming
requires a heater that consumes around 50µW/◦ C [11]. This
nearly static heating requirement may reduce the energyproportionality of these photonic proposals. However, microring modulators are not the only way to build a network with
photonic waveguides.
Recent advances in physics and materials have demonstrated that surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), which propagate
through a form of hybrid electrical/optical propagation, have
several interesting properties that lend themselves to this problem. A plasmon is a quasi-particle formed from the coupling of
a photon and a traveling electron density wave at the interface
between a metal and a dielectric. Because these waves oscillate
at optical frequencies they maintain many of the energy and
bandwidth benefits of optical interconnects. However, because
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are primarily longitudinal
waves formed by charge compression, they do not require
waveguides that are at the same scale as the wavelength of
light. This in turn means that the waves can propagate in
a fraction of the area, that there are fewer restrictions on
waveguide geometry, and that modulation is in theory much
easier. Unfortunately it also means, even with the best-known
methods for generating and propagating plasmons, the waves
are more susceptible to damping, often after only a few tens of
micrometers. We can exploit these principles to build energyefficient high-speed plasmonic modulators with much higher
temperature tolerance due to its low-Q (around 100).
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In this paper, we propose a new hybrid photonic/plasmonic
channel that uses a photonic waveguide and plasmonic modulator. While these links have several advantages, they do not
naturally support wavelength division multiplexing. Thus, we
further propose the use of low-Q passive micro-ring filters to
support wavelength division multiplexing. Contrary to typical
optical system design where low-Q means poor performance,
when used in conjunction with plasmonic modulators, we
demonstrate that the temperature and variation tolerance of
the low-Q ring filters can more than make up for the lack
of selectivity in terms of energy per bit in this new design.
This further allows our system to operate more efficiently
than electrical-only interconnect at utilization levels more than
twice as low as photonics-only networks. Of course nothing
comes for free and these hybrid plasmonic/photonic networks
do limit the types of designs that are possible. We examine the
architectural implications of such a design both qualitatively
and quantitatively. By examining several channel uses, we
discovered that even with the necessary increases to the laser
power due to the increased loss of plasmonic devices, using
our new hybrid plasmonic/photonic structures in a point-topoint manner can save up to 45% of energy cost per bit under
certain conditions of variation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next
section provides a survey of the architectural proposals and a
motivation for our study. Section III presents plasmonics technology and its main components. Then, Section IV describes
the design of our novel hybrid plasmonic/photonic channel and
how it can tolerate temperature and process variation. Then,
Section V provides a link level analysis on the conditions
under which the hybrid channel can save power. Section VI
reports on our study on the architectural implications of such
channel on optical buses, meshes and point-to-point channels.
We then evaluate the effect of the channel in a network-onchip setting in Section VII. We provide the conclusions and
future work in Section VIII.
This paper has the following contributions:
1) Introducing the plasmonics as a complementary technology to photonics to the architecture community.
2) Proposing a novel hybrid photonic/plasmonic channel
that is tolerant to changes due to change in temperature
and process variation and quantify the conditions in
which the hybrid channel will save tuning power.
3) Studying the architectural implications of this hybrid
channel.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the multi and many core era, communication is a crucial
aspect of system performance. While short local wires are used
to connect logic gates into functional units, and long global
lines distribute the clock and power, in electrical network-onchips (NoC), the bulk of the core-to-core communication is
handled by intermediate/global length wires. Simply driving
these wires can account for almost half of NoC interconnect
power consumption [2].
Recently, nanophotonic interconnects have been proposed
as a replacement of intermediate core-to-core wires because
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Fig. 1.
A top-down diagram of a photonic link consisting of a laser
source, modulator and photo-detector driven by electrical components. Laser
power of varying wavelengths are brought onto the chip and routed through
waveguides. Modulators and detectors are built as ring resonators tuned to
different wavelengths.

of their almost distance-independent power consumption, lowlatency, and high bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the main components of a photonic link, including: a ring modulator,
germanium photo-detectors, and waveguides. One of the first
proposed architectures was Corona [43], a fully-optical crossbar architecture using token-ring arbitration. Their later work
improved the flow control algorithm by introducing a tokenslot arbitration [42]. The main limitation of Corona is the huge
number of ring resonators (around one million) required for
modulation and detection of light which consume considerable
area and power. Joshi et al. proposed an alternative technique
making use of and optical clos network with electrical routers.
An optical bus is used as the wiring network, connecting
the electrical routers in a point-to-point fashion with almost
uniform latency [20].
Firefly [37] was proposed as a hybrid optical/electrical
architecture that uses an optical bus in order to provide fast
links for long-distance links in a dragonfly-like topology [23].
They used electrical signaling for short distances because
of the power consumption advantages electrical connectivity
provides at small scales. More recently, Pan et al. suggested
sharing the optical bus by not having a dedicated channel
for each node in order to reduce power consumption [36].
Phastlane was a proposal of an all-optical mesh network with
electrical buffering and negative acknowledgment in case of
lack of buffering resources [8].
Kırman et al. proposed a wavelength-based oblivious routing for a logical torus mapped into a physical optical bus [25].
While reducing the power consumption considerably because
of the predetermined path, the latency per packet may increase
as packets wait for wavelengths that might be in use by another
node to communicate to the same destination node. Another
application of nanophotonics is trying to replace the DRAM
bus with an optical bus [3], [4].
While the above architectures have demonstrated some of
the potential of photonic interconnect, the technology certainly has its limitations, including: diffraction-limited sizes,
temperature dependence, and manufacturing variability. First,
nanophotonic components are governed by the diffraction limit
which dictates that light cannot be confined in a space smaller
than approximately λ/2n where λ is the light wavelength and
n is the refractive index of the material. This means that
all of the waveguides, modulators, and ring filters must be
built at micrometer scales or larger to use the C-band of
around 1550 nm wavelength. This size mismatch between
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micrometer-scale photonic components and nanometer-scale
electronic component limits the integration viability of both
technologies on the same chip using the same process. Moreover, the large-sized components make designing interferencebased modulators not viable from an on-chip integration point
of view and limit on-chip modulation options to the microring resonators that are temperature and variation dependent.
This brings us to our second point, photonic components
are temperature-dependent which can affect signal integrity
when integrated in a microprocessor chip with variable temperatures. This temperature dependence does have an upside
however, as it can be exploited to allow the dynamic tuning
of micro-ring modulators, allowing the resonance range of
those modulators to be adjusted using heating. This heating
requirement is estimated to consume around 100 fJ/bit [3].
Nitta et al. proposed the usage of redundant rings to help
reduce the thermal tuning power by using these redundant
rings in case temperature shifts in that region in a sliding
window fashion [33]. Moreover, they assume that heaters are
not required per ring because rings deviate together. However,
that does not take into account the thermal tuning that is done
to correct process variation error that might not be physically
co-located as the case in temperature variation. Their paper
only considered heat generated by the optical losses but not the
chip temperature change according to workload. The devices
being developed in the plasmonics community offer some new
opportunities, if architected in the right way, to side step some
of these limitations.
III. I NTRODUCTION TO P LASMONICS
In this section, we introduce plasmonics technology. We
start by describing the surface plasmon polariton phenomenon
and we then describe basic components of this technology with
their limitations and opportunities.
A. Surface Plasmon Polaritons Background
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are electromagnetic
waves that are coupled to free electron collective oscillations in
a metal. As shown in Figure 2, when a light beam impinges
on a metal-dielectric interface with a certain angle, surface
plasmon polaritons are excited and propagate along the surface
of the metal. Interestingly, surface plasmons excited at the
interface of a metal and dielectric maintain the frequency of
the exciting light, while at the same time having a much shorter
wavelength. This shorter wavelength allows the construction
of nanoscale waveguides and devices that tightly confine even
very high frequency electromagnetic waves, in a way sidestepping traditional diffraction limits. Propagation of the SPP,
however, will be limited by both metal absorption (i.e. ohmic
losses) and free-space radiation. Noticing the importance of
this emerging field, the term “plasmonics” was coined in
2000 [1] to define the study of this phenomenon. During the
last decade, the plasmonics field has made significant progress
in improving the propagation distances of SPP modes and
recently, has contributed considerable new work on active
components and plasmonic sources. In the rest of this section,
we discuss research aimed at improving propagation distances
and CMOS-compatibility.

Fig. 2.
Optical excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) along a
metal-dielectric interface produces a longitudinal charge-density wave with
a wavelength and skin depth much smaller than the illumination wavelength.

SPP modes can be excited in a variety of metal surface configurations, and one way of improving propagation distances and wave confinement is through the use of
multiple metal-dielectric interfaces. There are two types of
multi-interface structures: metal-insulator-metal (MIM) (also
known as metal-dielectric-metal or slot waveguides) and
insulator-metal-insulator (IMI) structures. In these structures,
two modes can propagate, resulting from coupling of surface
plasmons along each metal-dielectric interface: a magnetic
field-symmetric mode and a field-anti-symmetric mode. In
the IMI structures, the symmetric mode experiences less
attenuation than the anti-symmetric mode, due to its lower
field confinement in the metal. Because of this mode’s low
loss, it is often called the long-range SPP (LR-SPP) and,
correspondingly, the IMI structure is called the Long-Range
SPP (LR-SPP) waveguide. However, IMI waveguides suffer
from poor mode confinement, with plasmon fields often penetrating many microns into the surrounding dielectric [12], [48].
Consequently, there is no system-level benefit from using them
rather than conventional photonic waveguide.
For any new technology to be commercially viable, it
has to be CMOS process compatible. Although silver and
gold generally exhibit the lowest plasmonic losses (and thus
they are the defacto materials used in plasmonics studies),
copper and aluminum are also good plasmonic materials.
For example, it is shown that Al and air slot waveguides
provide propagation distances more than 100 microns with
around a micron pitch [48]. CMOS-compatible dielectrics such
as Si, SiO2 and Si3 N4 are also ideal for low-loss plasmon
propagation [12]. In general, the longest propagation lengths
are achieved for the lowest dielectric refractive index.

B. Plasmonic slot waveguides
A plasmon slot waveguide (or MDM waveguide) consists
of two metal sheets separated by a thin dielectric core [14].
The thickness of the dielectric and the skin depth of the
metal determine the wavelength of the light signal that can
propagate in the waveguide. For maximum mode confinement,
the depth of the metal should be optically opaque, as thick
as the metal skin depth (approximately 20 nm). Having a
metal thickness a little higher than double of the skin depth
ensures that modal fields remained confined within the core
and metallic cladding, leading to very low pitch of hundreds
of nanometers (compared to 5.5 µm of Si waveguides). The
dielectric thickness can range from just a few nanometers to
over hundreds of nanometers. For a core thickness less than
roughly 50 nm, only plasmonic modes will propagate. As the
core thickness is increased, the waveguide begins to support
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transverse electric and magnetic photonic modes, similar to
microwave waveguides.
In the recent study of Si-based plasmonics [12], it is found
that in terms of propagation distances, air is the best dielectric
followed by SiO2 and then Si. This result conforms to an
earlier study [48] which also indicates that Al/Air is best
metal/dielectric combination (although they did not compare
with silver). For λ = 1550, signals can propagate up to 80 µm
in a silver/SiO2 /silver waveguide with 250 nm core [14]. It is
worth noting that an active area of plasmonics research is the
introduction of gain material in the dielectric core of the slot
waveguide to increase the propagation distance. Preliminary
results show that a 27% improvement can be achieved [18].
As promising as this sounds at first, our analysis showed that
plasmonic waveguides are highly unlikely to be more energy
efficient than electrical signaling because electrical RC wires
consume tens of fJ/bit at the scale of 100 µm. When extended
to cover large propagation distances as a replacement for
global electrical wires by converting the signal to the electrical
domain and modulating a new CW laser every 100µm, the
static laser power that needed to accommodate for the high
losses of plasmonic MDM waveguides simply outweighs any
other benefit (by orders of magnitude).
C. Plasmonic slot passive devices
Plasmonic slot passive devices enable efficient photonic
plasmonic coupling, bending, and splitting, and are important
in integrating plasmonic devices with photonic circuits. In order to integrate a hybrid photonic-plasmonic link, an efficient
coupling between plasmonic and silicon waveguide must be
achieved. Experiments show coupling losses as low as 1.1
dB for photonic to plasmonic mode conversion [10]. These
low loss couplers are critical to our hybrid channel. Moreover,
several demonstrated passive devices allow for the non-trivial
routing of plasmonic circuits. Splitters, such as y-shaped and
T-shaped splitters, have been shown to have only 10% losses.
D. Modulator
Several modulators have been proposed with various
approaches and performance characteristics, from thermooptical [32], all optical [35] and electro-optical [13], [7] modulator. Up to 100 femotosecond pulses have been demonstrated
leading the way to THz operation. Comparison of all of these
modulators was covered by MacDonald and Zheludev [29].
From this study and our assessment of [7], we conclude that
the electro-optical modulators (including the PlasMOStor [13]
and Compact Modulator [7]) are the most suitable for chip
applications because of their fJ/bit energy consumption and
high GHz operating frequency.
The PlasMOStor extends metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) technology to modulate light from an optical source to an optical
drain by using the oxide as a plasmon slot waveguide. In the
absence of a gate bias, both plasmonic and photonic modes
can propagate through the MOS structure. By applying a gate
voltage, the photonic mode experiences cutoff due to refractive
index modulation of the silicon. However, the plasmon mode
propagates through. Large modulation depths are achieved

Modulator
Bandwidth (Gbps)
Energy per bit (fJ/bit)
Insertion loss (dB)
Modulation depth (dB)
Area (µm2 )
Frequency (GHz)
Capacitance (fF)
Swing voltage (V)

Compact
Modulator[7]
> 100
1
3
>3
0.5
> 100
1
1

PlasMOStor
[13]
> 40
6.8
1.1
> 10
4
59
14
0.7

Photonic
Modulator [15]
10
50
3
12
1000
11
50
2

TABLE I
M ODULATOR T ECHNOLOGY PARAMETERS : I T IS CLEAR THAT PLASMONIC
MODULATORS HAVE VERY LOW CAPACITANCE THAT LEADS TO HIGH
PERFORMANCE AND LOW POWER CONSUMPTION . H OWEVER , IT IS WORTH
NOTING THAT PLASMONIC INSERTION LOSSES ARE OPTIMISTIC
ESTIMATIONS IN THE RESPECTIVE PAPERS . W E WILL STUDY THE EFFECT
OF INSERTION LOSS IN OUR ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS .

by engineering the separation between the source and the
drain so that interference between plasmonic and photonic
modes is destructive when there is no voltage applied to the
gate. Consequently, the intensity at the optical drain can vary
from near-zero in the off state to a finite value (equal to the
plasmon intensity) in the on-state. The operating speed of the
plasMOStor is limited by the speed of charge accumulation in
the silicon (corresponding to refractive index modulation). So
in principle, the switching speed can be as fast as a MOSFET
transistor.
An MDM compact plasmonic modulator based on resonance in a nano slit-groove that is created in the metal
layer and filled with dielectric material was proposed in [7].
Modulation is achieved by modulating the refractive index
of the dielectric in the groove. The active media in the
cavity can be quantum structures Stark Effect (QSSE) in a
silicon-germanium system that was realized. That makes this
plasmonic modulator a CMOS compatible one. It is reported
that this modulator has a low-Q (around 100) cavity [7] which
enables it to tolerate temperature variation [6]. It is worth
noting that more experimental results are required before we
can say anything about the process variation tolerance of
plasmonic modulator and this paper aims to motivate such
work.
As we can see from Table I, both modulators offer at
least a full order of magnitude better energy per bit power
consumption compared with the best-known photonic ringbased modulators [15] according to a recent survey [38].
However, this is not the fundamental limit of a photonic
modulator in terms of energy per bit, with estimates that it can
reach (5 fJ/bit). Moreover, the area of these modulators is at
least one quarter of the area occupied by photonic modulators.
When coupled with conventional a photonic waveguide using
the couplers discussed above that can achieve upwards of 90%
coupling efficiency [44].
IV. N OVEL H YBRID P LASMONIC /P HOTONIC C HANNEL
As we discussed in Section III-B, plasmonic waveguides
either have the same pitch as photonic waveguides or suffer
from huge losses, and there is no system-level benefit to
using them. However, we have seen that plasmonic modulators
can be very energy-efficient running at tens of GHz. These
modulators have an intrinsically-low Q that allows for temperature tolerance. Of course a low-Q typically is associated
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Fig. 3. Hybrid Link: By using a plasmonic modulator and silicon photonic
waveguide, we can achieve the best of both worlds: long range propagation,
and low power consumption and high performance modulation. Couplers
convert photons into SPP and vice versa.

with poor signaling and overall low channel bandwidth due
to limited number of wavelengths that can be supported on
the waveguide. In this section, we will discuss the design of
our novel hybrid photonic/plasmonic interconnect architecture,
starting with a new hybrid photonic/plasmonic link, extending
it to operate under wavelength-division multiplexing, and
examining the trade-offs in variation tolerance it presents.
A. Single-Wavelength Hybrid Photonic/Plasmonic Channel
We propose to use energy-efficient high-speed plasmonic
modulators in conjunction with conventional photonic waveguides. This hybrid channel will benefit from the best of both
technologies, i.e. low-loss waveguiding of photonics and highspeed energy-efficient modulation of plasmonics. Moreover,
using a plasmonic modulator with intrinsically low-Q will
improve the temperature and process variation tolerance of
the whole channel. Figure 3 shows the details of the proposed
hybrid photonic/plasmonic channel. An off-chip laser source
generates a continuous-wave (CW) laser that is exciting SPP
in a very short (around 4 µm) plasmonic waveguide using a
photonic-to-plasmonic coupler, that couples photons into SPP.
These SPP are modulated using a plasmonic modulator which
is derived by an electrical circuit. SPPs are coupled back into
photons using a plasmonic-to-photonic coupler. These photons
propagate in the photonic waveguide and finally are detected
using a photo detector that needs a TIA to convert the photocurrent into a voltage.
It is worth noting that this design, as described, does not
support WDM because of the fact that the modulator is in the
way of the signal and although WDM in plasmonic modes
is theoretically possible, it has not been demonstrated yet. In
the next subsection, we discuss how to add WDM support
to this hybrid channel without losing temperature tolerance
properties. In order to evaluate the energy efficiency of this
hybrid channel, we compare the energy cost of a single
wavelength hybrid channel to that of photonic and electrical
channels.
a) Electrical Channels Power Estimation: We use McPat
0.8 [27] to estimate the power consumption of electrical RC
links, assuming 22 nm low standby power transistors. We
limited the frequency to 3 GHz to keep the router power
consumption in check. Higher frequencies consume much
more than 1 W per router, a prohibitive amount of power
for a scalable many-core interconnect. For this link-level
analysis we assume an activity factor of 100% for each of

Plasmonic Modulator Insertion Loss
Photonic-to-Plasmonic Coupler
Photo Detector
Photonic Modulator insertion loss
Photonic Ring Drop Loss
Photonic Ring Through Loss
Waveguide loss
Waveguide Bending Loss
Fiber-to-waveguide loss
Photonic waveguide splitter loss
Laser efficiency

3 dB
1.1 dB
1 dB
0.1 dB
0.16 dB
0.001
0.1 dB/mm
0.005
0.5 dB
0.04
30%

TABLE II
P HOTONIC L OSSES USED IN THE MODEL TO CALCULATE LASER STATIC
POWER CONSUMPTION .

the components, although the effect of this factor is explored
in a more detail during our detailed link level design space
exploration in Section V.
b) Photonic Channels Power Estimation: A photonic
link consists of an off-chip laser source, transmitter, waveguide
and a receiver as shown in Figure 1. Power consumption
is divided between static laser power, static thermal-tuning
power, and dynamic power consumption depending on the
number and distribution of transmitted bits. Laser power is
estimated by adding all optical losses along the path and using
the detector sensitivity. Thermal tuning is assumed to consume
around 50 µW/◦ C [11] and assuming a temperature variance of
20◦ C, we estimate a 1 mW per ring thermal tuning power. This
is in accordance with the 100 fJ/bit heating power assumed
in [3].
Table II shows the losses used in our energy calculations.
Transmitters are ring resonator modulators derived by an
electric circuit and receivers are a Ge photo-detector connected
to a TIA and an amplifier. Using parameters of electrical
components at 22 nm technology from [3], we estimate that
electrical components will consume 88 fJ/bit. The modulator
is estimated to consume 50 fJ/bit at 10 Gbps as in [38].
c) Hybrid Channel Power Estimation: We model all
optical losses including the plasmonic-to-photonic coupler
losses, modulator insertion loss and waveguide losses. We use
the same electrical components as [3] except for the modulator
driver, we estimate that it will consume 10 fJ/bit since it is
driving a low-capacitance modulator. We assume the compact
modulator [7] and a 1.1 dB coupler loss per transition [10].
While these assumptions are somewhat optimistic, a sensitivity
analysis of their implications is discussed in Section VI.
Although plasmonic modulators can run at many tens of
Gbps, we assume an electrically limited system with 10 Gbps
bandwidth.
Figure 4 shows the energy per bit consumption against
the length of the link for all three configurations: electrical
RC wire, photonic point-to-point channel and the proposed
hybrid photonic/plasmonic channels. Hybrid channels reduce
the distance at which photonics becomes more energy efficient
than electrical from 300 µm to around 200 µm. This energy
saving results from two sources: energy-efficient modulation
and the reduction of thermal tuning requirement under certain
process variation assumptions as discussed in Section IV-C.
Even if the energy-efficiency of photonic modulators can be
improved to be around 5 fJ/b, this should not change our
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conclusion that the hybrid channels are more efficient than
photonic ones, due to more tolerance of variation.

Energy per bit (fJ)
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Hybrid
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Fig. 4. Energy per bit against link length for different technologies: electrical,
photonic and hybrid. It is clear that electrical signaling is more efficient for
any link of less than 500 µm length. Beyond that, hybrid links are the most
energy efficient.
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Fig. 5.
Hybrid channel with wavelength-division-multiplexing support:
Passive ring filters are used to divert a certain wavelength from the main
waveguide to an auxiliary hybrid channel in which modulation is done.

B. Hybrid Channel with WDM support
While we believe we are the first to propose the use of
this form of hybrid plasmonic/photonic link structure, it has a
significant drawback – it works for only a single wavelength.
Given the size of the photonic waveguides, we will be far
better off if we can compress multiple logic channels onto a
single waveguide. The channel architecture we propose to support WDM, couples a micro-ring resonator as a passive filter
to remove a certain wavelength from the main waveguide and
drop it on an auxiliary waveguide. This auxiliary waveguide
can be the hybrid channel discussed in Section IV-A. Figure 5
shows an example of how such design can support WDM.
The red wavelength is filtered out of the channel and then
coupled into plasmonic modes using a plasmonic-to-modulator
coupler and then modulated using a plasmonic modulator and
then coupled back into a photonic mode. Finally, it is filtered
from the auxiliary waveguide back to the main waveguide.
This can be repeated for many wavelengths and thus, WDM
is supported.
The main advantage of using the hybrid channel is the
reduction of the thermal tuning requirement of photonic modulators, but we are now introducing rings back into the design.
How can we keep the improved variation and temperature tolerance provided by single-wavelength hybrid channels but still
operate in WDM? Somewhat counterintuitively, we propose a
system can work with a special low-Q ring filter to decrease
the coupling ratio between the ring and the waveguide. Typically, photonics engineers struggle to achieve high-Q, as a
low-Q ring usually means both lower modulator performance

and lower number of channels (wavelengths) which are limited
by the free-spectral-range (FSR). However, with a plasmonic
modulator these two aspects are now decoupled. The FSR
can be increased by reducing the radius of the ring, but as
we reduce the number of the bending loss become more
dominant and the insertion loss increases. A trade-off between
the coupling ratio and ring radius will determine the drop-loss
of the filter, 3-dB bandwidth and 20-dB bandwidth. In essence,
this new design allows us to make a new trade-off between
bandwidth and temperature/ process variation sensitivity.
We did an analysis of these effects and the results are
shown in Figures 6-8. The x-axis in all of these figures
is the coupling ratio between the waveguide and the ring
filter (higher coupling ratio means high-Q ring). Figure 6
presents the 3-dB bandwidth (or Full-Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) bandwidth) for rings of radius from 1 to 2µm.
It shows that the higher the coupling ratio the lower the
bandwidth of the ring, thus the more temperature dependent
the filter is. Figure 7 shows the drop loss of the filter as
a function of coupling ratio. It is worth noting that higher
coupling ratio and higher-Q rings leads to lower insertion
loss and lower radius rings increases the insertion loss due to
higher bending losses. Figure 8 provides the 20-dB bandwidth
that can be used along with channel spacing to determine the
number of channels that this filter supports based on −20 dB
crosstalk. Channel spacing should be at least half of 20-dB
bandwidth to support −20 dB crosstalk. Thus, the number
of channels increases as we increase the coupling ratio. This
gives us a trade-off between overall channel bandwidth and
temperature and variation tolerance.
C. Temperature and variation tolerance discussion
The hybrid channel process and temperature variation tolerance depend on variation tolerance of both plasmonic modulators and micro-ring filters. Since plasmonics is a very
young field, there is not, to the best of our knowledge, any
experimental study on how process variation affects plasmonic
modulators. However, having an intrinsic low-Q encourages
us to think it would tolerate more errors. We will limit the
following analysis to the passive ring filter used in the hybrid
channel.
Temperature and process variation tolerance depend on three
parameters: 3-dB bandwidth, 20-dB bandwidth and channel
spacing. Large 3-dB bandwidth allows for channel deviation
without missing the signal, however, this deviation is limited
by the crosstalk to a neighbor channel (which is determined
by channel spacing and 20-dB bandwidth). We can define
variation tolerance in one direction by:
V = min(0.5×3-dB BW, channel spacing−0.5×20-dB BW)
In order to study the variation tolerance of passive filters,
we setup an experiment after [17] in which we model two
process variation effects, a systematic one that affects all rings
and a local effect that vary from one ring to another. We
capture these effects by generating a Gaussian random number
with standard deviation from a range of values determined by
experimental studies. Tuning is done according to a slightly
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Fig. 6. 3-dB Bandwidth of ring filter against
coupling ratio for different ring radii.

Fig. 7. Insertion loss as a function of coupling
ratio for different ring radii.

Fig. 8.
20-dB Bandwidth as a function of
coupling ratio for different ring radii.

modified scheme from the one devised by Georgas rt al. [17] in
which heating is only used to tune rings to a neighbor channel
(by one or more hops in one direction towards the red) and the
original ordering of the bits is restored using a barrel shifter
(we ignored the barrel shifter power consumption in all our
experiments). We assume a 44µW/◦ C heater efficiency and
0.09 nm/◦ C change in resonance due to temperature [33]. We
did an experiment with systematic variation standard deviation
of 0.08 nm and a local variation standard deviation between
0 nm and 7 nm. For all coupling ratios, radii and channel
configurations, we generated 1000 trials and calculated the
power consumption used for tuning the rings. It is worth noting
that there are other tuning techniques such as current injection
that will lead to a reduction in the power consumption but its
tuning range is limited and we believe that both low and highQ rings will benefit from using it. Due to space limitation, we
chose to show results for only rings of 1.4 µm radius used
to build 4 and 32 channels due to its moderate insertion loss
(0.16 dB) for low-Q filters.
Figure 9 and 10 show a color map of the tuning power
consumption for a channel built using 4 and 32 channels,
respectively, as we vary the local variation standard deviation
from 0 to 7 nm for different coupling ratios. For 4-channels,
it is clear that a low-Q ring (97% coupling ratio) consumes
much less tuning power (lighter color) than a high-Q ring
(99% coupling ratio) for all variation ranges. This is not the
case for 32-channels in which low-Q filters have a slightly
higher advantage at low variation levels (below 1 nm) vs. high
variation levels. This is because the distance that a ring has to
be moved to a neighbor channel is reduced by the smaller
channel spacing of the 32-channels as compared to the 4channels which reduces the benefits gained of using a low-Q
ring. This shows a new trade-off between process variation
tuning power and area efficiency.
HP Labs measurements indicate that resonance wavelength
shifts by ±0.4 nm across a die and by ±2 nm across
wafer [16]. This is also confirmed by other studies showing
a standard deviation of 0.4 [49], 0.68 nm [34], 0.75 nm [28]
and 1 nm [46]. This means that low-Q rings will provide an
advantage over high-Q micro-ring filters.
It is worth noting that our optimization is possible because

we use rings as passive filters. Micro-ring modulators need to
have Q in the range of 10,000 to be able to switching quickly
in the range of 10-20 Gbps [45]. Hence, we cannot have a
low-Q photonic ring modulator which makes our approach
interesting because the hybrid channel can still support WDM
(although with lower number of wavelengths) while running
the plasmonic modulator at high speed. PMMA-cladding [47]
has been proposed to athermalize the photonic micro-ring
resonators; however, this athermalization reduces the fact that
heaters can be used to correct resonance-shift due to process
variations. Another proposal is to use Mach-Zehneder interferometer adjacent to the ring filter to provide a temperaturetolerance range of 80◦ C [19]. However, such technique negates
any area efficiency of the micro ring resonators.
V. L INK L EVEL D ESIGN S PACE EXPLORATION
We just presented a filter-level analysis of process variation tolerance of the low-Q rings. A link-level design space
exploration is required to verify our hypothesis on a systemlevel and quantify the conditions under which the hybrid
channel can save power. The hybrid channel provides two
new trade-offs: bandwidth density vs. power consumption and
laser power consumption (based on passive filter drop loss)
vs. tuning power consumption (depending on coupling ratio).
In order to study these trade-offs, we performed an analysis
based on the tuning power consumption calculated for different
filters in Section IV-C. We assumed a channel of 15 mm
length that can handle 640 Gbps traffic and 100% activity
factor. We used different configurations described in Table III
to implement such channel. Hybrid and photonic channels
use the parameters used for the experiment in Section IV-A
except for the ring insertion loss which is derived from that
data presented in Figure 7. Hybrid channels use two filters for
each modulator, and one filter for a detector per wavelength.
Photonic channels use one ring modulator and one filter for
a detector per wavelength. Modulators are assumed to be of
10 Gbps bandwidth and channels are built using one or more
waveguides to achieve the required bandwidth based on the
limitation of wavelengths per waveguide of each configuration.
We used data from the 2 µm radius with 99% coupling ratio
filter (Q around 7750) to model the photonic modulators.
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Figure 11 shows energy cost per transmitted bit normalized
to the energy consumption of photonic channel with 64wavelengths of each cluster (its energy cost is labeled in fJ/bit
over its bar). Energy cost is divided into three categories (laser,
dynamic and tuning). Results are shown for these different
configurations at various levels of local process variation
standard deviation of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 nm and systematic
local variation standard deviation of 0.08 nm. Bar labels are
formatted channel type(ring radius, wavelengths per waveguide). For low-levels of local variation (0.0 standard deviation),
there is very little energy saving due to tuning. However, for
moderate levels of variation around 0.5 nm local variation
standard deviation, we can see that although laser power
consumption of the hybrid channel utilizing a filter of radius
1.4 µm is higher than that of the photonic channels using
the high-Q modulators, the overall energy cost of the hybrid
channel can save up to 45% of the most bandwidth density
efficient photonic channel of 64 wavelengths per waveguide.
This of course comes at the cost of bandwidth density, as this
channel will occupy 4 times the area of the photonic one.
We believe that this new trade-off will give system designers
a new knob to use in their optimization. For higher levels
of variation (local variation standard deviation of 1.0), the
hybrid channel with 1 µm radius filter and 4 wavelengths per
waveguide, consuming 8 times laser power consumption saves
28% of the most area efficient configuration. This shows that
the design space is huge and needs to be carefully examined
according to the experimental studies of process variation. It
is worth noting that laser power consumption is an off-chip
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TABLE III
T HE DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION OF FILTERS USED IN TESTING THE
ENERGY COST UNDER DIFFERENT PROCESS VARIATION SCENARIOS .

one while tuning is done on-chip. Finally, hybrid channels
cannot save energy for high levels of process variation (as in
the case of local variation std. dev. of 2 nm) because even
if the filter requires slightly less tuning power as shown in
last section, the fact that we need 3 filters (rather than just 2
in the photonic channel) outweighs any filter based benefits.
This is the same reason hybrid channels with 32-wavelengths
consume more energy than its photonic counterparts under
0.5 and 1 nm local variation standard deviation. However,
initial experimental measurements indicate that local process
variations are within 0.5-1 nm [16], [46], [34], [49], [28].
Both laser and tuning energy consumption are static that are
not dependent on activity, however, we want to check whether
the activity factor can affect the relative advantage of any of
these schemes or not. We plotted energy cost against activity
factor for all configurations assuming local variation standard
deviation of 0.5 nm in Figure 12. The relative advantage of
a configuration over another is maintained regardless of the
activity except for one case between one photonic channel with
16 wavelengths and one hybrid channel with 32 wavelengths.
The photonic channel is more efficient for activity factors
higher than 0.85. This is not the case in the hybrid channels
because the static power consumption of laser and tuning is
dominant.
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Fig. 10. Tuning power consumption for 32-channels using microrings of 1.4 µm radius as we vary local variation (standard deviation)
and different coupling ratio (systematic variation std. dev. is 0.08 nm).
Higher coupling ratio means higher-Q ring.
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Fig. 12. Energy cost as a function of activity factor for different channel
configuration under a systematic process variation standard deviation of 0.08
nm and local process variation standard deviation of 0.5 nm (electrical wires
energy cost as a function of activity factor was calculated but it was never
the best option for this wire length and was not shown to preserve clarity of
the other configurations. For example, at 5% activity factor it consumes 7x
the energy of the most efficient optical configuration, and at 50% activity the
ratio goes up to more than 40x.).

VI. A RCHITECTURAL I MPLICATIONS
Hybrid channels differ from ring-modulator based photonic
channels in two main things: the insertion loss of the plasmonic modulator can be very high and the limited number of
wavelengths on the waveguide. Plasmonic modulator insertion
loss was estimated to be from 1 dB [13] to 12 dB. This high
range of variation affects the static laser power consumption
depending on the topology in which the channel is used. In
this section we characterize the architectural implications of
using the hybrid photonic/plasmonic channel for optical buses,
configurable meshes and point-to-point channels.
A. Optical Buses
There are two main configurations for optical buses that can
be used to build optical crossbars. The first one is MultipleWriter-Single-Reader (MWSR) in which one node listens to
certain wavelengths and all other nodes can send to this node.
An example of this topology is Corona [43]. In a ring-based
implementation, only the writer tunes its modulator to onresonance mode and all other nodes’ modulators are tuned
off-resonance so that the signal passes by on the waveguide.
Unfortunately, we cannot utilize the same technique in our
channel because our ring filters are passive, hence the signal
will be filtered out of the main waveguide even if the node is
not sending and it will pass through the plasmonic modulator
(on on-state) and back to the main waveguide. This means that
the signal will suffer from n-1 modulator insertion losses, 2n-1
ring drop losses, 2w(n-1) ring through losses and 2n plasmonto-photonic coupler losses, where n is the number of nodes
on the bus and w is the number of wavelengths on channel.
Figure 13 presents a contour plot of the laser static power
as we vary the modulator insertion loss and the number of
nodes on the crossbar (assuming 32 wavelengths can be sent
on the waveguide, 12 cm waveguide and 7 bends) in order to
evaluate the range of values for which the hybrid channel can
be used to build a MWSR bus. Optical losses are modeled
using parameters in Table II. The x-axis shows the number
of nodes on the bus and the y-axis represents the different
values for a plasmonic modulator loss. It shows that even for

very optimistic modulator insertion loss, the maximum number
of nodes to be connected with 20 W static power budget is 7
nodes. Although that seems to be a small number for networkon-chip applications, it can still be used for memory buses.
The second type of optical bus-based crossbars is SingleWriter-Multiple-Reader(SWMR) bus was first proposed by
Kırman et al. [24]. In a conventional implementation, the
sender broadcasts a message on another control bus declaring
the destination of its message so that all other nodes to detune
their nodes. Since we are restricting our channel to passive
ring filters, we will have to use splitters to split the signal
along the way to multiple destinations. We assume a 0.4 dB
loss 5-95% splitter for the 95% branch to be used at each
receiver. Each node will suffer from one modulator insertion
loss, one ring drop losses, 2w ring through loss and 95% loss
(13 dB), where n is the number of nodes on the bus and w is
the number of wavelengths on channel. We assumed the same
length and bends of the MWSR analysis.
Figure 14 shows contour lines of laser power as we change
the number of nodes in the crossbar and insertion loss of the
plasmonic modulator. The axes are the same as in Figure 13.
For a laser power budget of 20 W, 20 nodes are possible
for 1dB insertion loss and 10 nodes can be built having a
modulator with IL of 4 dB. This shows that the SWMR is
more tolerant to modulator IL than MWSR. However, it still
does not scale to networks of tens of nodes that are required
for any network-on-chip in a high performance chip.
B. Meshes and Tori
There have been two main proposals in the architecture
community of optical meshes and tori. Electrically-controlled
circuit switched optical torus net was proposed as a high
bandwidth optical interconnect [40]. Having a circuit switched
network makes it possible to use active low-Q filters (requires
more switching time) because the circuit can amortize the
increased time of setting the circuit up. However, it is highly
unlikely that a circuit switched network can be used for cacheline transfers that tend to be small and short in life time.
Phastlane was proposed as an optical mesh in which a
control packet is sent a cycle ahead of the data to configure
the router rings in order to divert the signal to the correct
port [8] which requires very aggressive switching times of
active ring filters; so that the path is ready when data signal
arrives a few ps later. Even if we allowed active switching
of the ring filters used in the hybrid channel, they cannot
operate fast because of their low-Q because it takes more
time and energy to shift the resonance range outside the 1
nm bandwidth. Hence, we conclude that it will be extremely
unlikely to build such configurable meshes using the hybrid
channel design.
C. Point-to-Point Channels
Many architectural proposals suggested the use of photonics
in point-to-point channels [26] and [20]. In a point-to-point
channel, the signal will suffer from 1 modulator insertion loss,
2(w - 1) through-loss and 1 drop loss, where w is the number
of wavelengths in the channel. Figure 15 studies the effect
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of plasmon-to-photon coupling loss and modulator insertion
losses on laser power of a two end-points channel assuming 32
wavelengths channels. Even under very pessimistic conditions
of 10 dB insertion loss and 2.5 dB coupling loss, the channel
power will be 0.1 W. To put things in perspective, a 64-node
(8,8,8) Clos network has a total of 128 inter-router channels,
which means under these pessimistic assumption 12.8 W laser
power which is still acceptable given that laser is an offchip resource. Under more favorable assumptions, total laser
power can be 1.28 W which is extremely low. The fact that
laser power is not high in point-to-point channels even under
pessimistic conditions stems from the low number of photonic
components and simplicity of the channel design.
Considering that point-to-point channels are the most suitable for our hybrid channel, we will evaluate it from a system
point of view against optical and electrical networks in the
next section.
VII. E VALUATION

links. A clos network is a 3-stage network in which each input
router is connected to all middle routers and a middle router
is connected to all output routers. We use the layout proposed
by [20] in which each row of routers is clustered in a router
group resulting in 8 router groups that are connected to each
other using 128 channels.
In order to make a fair comparison between hybrid channels
and photonic channels, we assumed a hybrid channel that
has half of the bandwidth of a photonic channel taking
into consideration that a photonic channel area is half that
of a hybrid one because hybrid waveguides can only carry
32 wavelengths instead of 64. It is worth noting that for
long channels end-points (consisting of rings and auxiliary
waveguides) account for only just 2% of the channel area
given the 5 µm pitch and a channel of 5 cm long. If area
is not a concern, e.g. in a case of 3D integration, both should
be able to achieve same bandwidth. We assumed that electrical
signaling is a 128-bit bus running at 3 GHz.

In order to understand system level implications of the
hybrid channel, we chose to evaluate high-radix low-diameter
networks. We use these links in the context of a flattened
butterfly and clos topologies which reduce the average number
of hops through the use of high radix routers [21], [39].
Specifically, we evaluate the following configurations:
1) 64-node electrical 2D flattened butterfly (flatflyelectrical);
2) 64-node hybrid 2D flattened butterfly (flatfly-hybrid);
3) 64-node photonic clos network (8,8,8) (clos-photonic);
and
4) 64-node hybrid clos network (8,8,8) (clos-hybrid)
A flattened butterfly topology is derived from a butterfly
topology in which each row of routers is collapsed into one
high-radix router keeping inter-stage links [22]. This results
in a direct topology with high bisection bandwidth. When
mapped into an on-chip network, it forms a matrix of routers
in which each row, as well as each column, of routers are
fully connected. This results in channels that span one full
dimension of the processor (approximately 15 mm in a 400
mm2 chip). It is an opportunity for the distance-independent
power consumption provided by hybrid plasmonic/photonic

A. Experimental Setup
We used a heavily modified version of Booksim 2.0 [9]
to provide performance results using synthetic traffic patterns.
The simulator is warmed up until steady state is reached and
statistics are reset, then a sample of the packets is measured
from the time it enters the source queue until it is received.
Simulation runs until all packets under measurements leave
the network. Table IV shows the simulation parameters.
We also model the losses indicated in Table II. The simulator power calculations were done using McPat 0.8 [27]. We
assumed a 22 nm process with low standby power transistors
running at 3 GHz. We compute power consumption by running
synthetic traffic patterns through the simulator and gather
activity factors of channels and routers to calculate dynamic
power consumption. In the flattened butterfly, we evaluate a
64 core network in which each set of four cores are connected
to a router. Having 16 routers organized in a 4x4 matrix,
electrical channels between routers are assumed to be 2, 4
and 6 cycles (spanning 5, 10 and 15 mm). It is worth noting
that electrical channels are assumed to be pipelined every 2.5
mm but that any flip-flop power consumption is neglected.
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Parameter
Flit size
Flits per packet
Virtual channels
Buffers Per VC
Router radix
Router delay
SW and VC allocator
Routing algorithm
CPU Frequency
Transistor type

Photonic
Electrical and Hybrid
256 bit
128 bit
1
2
1
1
4
4
8x8(clos) and 10x10(FBfly)
4 cycles
4 cycle
iSLIP [30]
iSLIP [30]
rand. middle (Clos) and random min (FBfly)
3 GHz
3
LSPT
LSPT

TABLE IV
S IMULATION PARAMETERS USED IN OUR N O C STUDY.

Moreover, core-to-router channels are neglected for all four
configurations. In a flattened butterfly, hybrid point-to-point
channels (carrying 32 wavelengths) are assumed to be of 1
cycle latency (because of 10.45 ps/mm propagation delay and
a cycle time of more than 300 ps). The longest link of 15 mm
has a propagation delay of 156.75 ps which will leave around
150 ps for modulation and detection latency. Having a matrix
layout mandates crossings between the waveguides, however a
recent multi-layer waveguide technology suggests that we get
can get away from crossings [5] so we do not include them
in our loss model.
In a clos layout, we assume that the maximum waveguide
length is 5 cm (using two laser sources, we assume conservatively 2 cycles for all channels) and we assume that
a waveguide can carry 64 wavelengths. Splitter losses are
ignored for all hybrid and photonic configurations.
B. Latency
While the latency of the individual links is quite low, when
considered in the context of a full network, the buffer and
routing delays become very important. In order to see the
effect of hybrid links on latency, We present results for only
uniform and bitcomp traffic patterns (due to page limitations)
for injection rates from 0.001 to saturation in Figures 16
and 17. Comparing the two flattened butterfly configurations, it
is clear that hybrid channels provide lower zero-load latency
and supports higher saturation bandwidth than its electrical
counter-part because of its ability to serve more packets.
Clearly, photonic-clos saturates at double the injection rate of
the hybrid-clos because of the increased bandwidth in photonic
links but they have similar trends in zero-load-latency. In many
multi-core systems, network latency and power consumption
are the primary design requirements, even more so than
throughput [39].
As can be seen, the hybrid links provide consistently lower
end-to-end latency over electrical, with improvements around
40% under uniform traffic pattern, mostly due to the faster long
links. While these latency reductions are helpful, a breakdown
of the power shines a light on the potential of these hybrid
channels. Clos has higher saturation bandwidth because it has
higher bisection bandwidth than flattened butterfly topology.
C. Power
In our final set of experiments we try to evaluate the tradeoff between the reduction of tuning power and static laser
power of the hybrid and photonic channels as well as the power
savings against electrical channels. We used injection rates of
5% to calculate power consumption because all configurations

were below saturation at this injection rate. Figure 18 shows
power consumption break down for the uniform random,
transpose, shuffle, bitcomp and bitrev traffic patterns for the
photonic and hybrid clos configurations under different variation assumptions. We have categorized the power into 5 bins:
buffer power, router power (including the switch itself), static
electrical power, dynamic channel power (the power actually
consumed pushing bits across the chip), laser power (generated
off chip but accounted for in the total budget including
generation inefficiency), and heating power required for rings
in photonic and hybrid channels. For the first two bars in each
cluster, we assumed that there is no process variation and 20◦ C
temperature variation range. Photonic ring thermal tuning is
optimistically assumed to be 5µW/◦ C for 20◦ C (the state of the
art is 50µW/◦ C [11]) and hybrid channels can be assumed to
be without any tuning power consumption (if PMMA-cladding
is used thermal sensitivity is just 0.027nm/◦ C leading to more
than 40◦ C tolerance). In that case, hybrid channels save on
average 27% of total network power consumption depending
on the traffic pattern. The next four bars in each cluster look
at two different ranges of variation (either due to process
variation or temperature): a standard deviation of variation
of 0.5 nm and 6 nm, respectively. We calculate the tuning
power using the experiments presented in Section V using
1.4µm rings with 97% coupling ratio and 2.0 µm rings with
99% coupling ratio for low and high-Q rings, respectively.
We used the tuning power of 32-channels for the low-Q
filter and 64-channel for the high-Q modulator. Although the
tuning power consumption is lower for hybrid channels in
both cases, the savings effect is much higher in total network
power consumption in the case of the high variation because it
dominates the power consumption. It is worth noting that this
result is for different channel bandwidth requirements and two
channels with similar bandwidth would use approximately the
same tuning power for such large deviation as in the 6 nm
case depending on the chosen ring radius and channel density
as discussed in Section V.
Figure 19 compares the electrical and hybrid channel implementations of the Flattened butterfly. Hybrid channels save on
average 93% of the channel power consumption and 64% of
the total network power against the electrical signaling under
no process variation. This comes from the fact that the power
consumption of hybrid channels is almost completely distance
independent while the electrical ones are not. Even under variation, the savings are on average 61% and 34% for variation
standard deviation of 0.5 nm and 6.0 nm, respectively.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
There is little doubt that photonic interconnects will push
deeper and deeper into the network hierarchy, and already
today we are beginning to see commercial applications of
“optical USB” and other board-level technologies. Bringing
these photonic technologies down to the scale that they can be
integrated with a single chip is a challenging problem, but one
that has received serious attention as of late. There are several
major challenges that must be overcome, including temperature dependence and manufacturing variability. Current known
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methods of dealing with these issues require heating elements
to keep the rings precisely calibrated within 0.15 nm for a ring
modulator with Q of 10,000 [41]. This means that a change
more than 2◦ C will put this modulator out of resonance.
Unfortunately, photonic ring modulator has to have a Q of 10K
or 20K to be able to switch fast. Moreover, athermalization
techniques solve the temperature tolerance problem for 20◦ C
variance, but it cannot solve the process variation resonance
shift problem.
Plasmonic devices offer an interesting new approach to
this problem, primarily because plasmonic modulators offer
high speed operation with low-Q, making them much more
tolerant of temperature variation. While our analysis suggests
that pure plasmonic interconnects with MDM waveguides
cannot currently compete directly with electrical networks
due to high loss (signals are dampened below the point
of recovery after only a few tens of micrometers), when
used in conjunction with optical waveguides they present
an interesting new opportunity. The inherently temperature
independent behavior of the plasmonic modulators, coupled
with the low-Q of passive rings, allow us to improve static
power consumption significantly by designing low-Q passive
ring filters to be used with plasmonic modulators which can
reduce total energy cost per bit from 28% to 45% of the
most area efficient photonic channel under low to moderate
variation. Our preliminary results in this study should motivate

plasmonics researchers to study the thermal and variation
dependence of plasmonic modulators to verify the intuition
behind this paper experimentally. It is worth noting that the
laser power is an off-chip resource which has little effect on
the temperature of the die, while thermal tuning is done onchip.
Of course, as with all technologies, there is a trade-off.
Our new hybrid photonic/plasmonic channel has a significantly
higher insertion loss making it incompatible with scalable fullcrossbar designs. However, for point-to-point channels it can
tolerate up to 12 dB modulator insertion loss with 0.05 W laser
which is still lower 0.064 W for thermal tuning assuming the
same number of rings. Furthermore, our new approach makes
the trade-off between bandwidth (number of wavelengths on
the channel) and temperature sensitivity explicit.
This is an exciting time for the architecture community to
engage the plasmonics community, as they are actively pushing
the devices in many new directions, like using plasmonics to
implement a photo-transistor that will eliminate the need for
the TIA. Moreover, plasmonic nano-laser may lead to another
way of direct modulation on-chip. Many papers have discussed
new ways by which SPPs can be propagated over longer and
longer distances, but to our knowledge this is the first paper
to seriously consider trade-offs in their use in on-chip links,
how they can be coupled with photonic structures to make new
network primitives, and the classes of interconnect topologies
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that are feasible under their use.
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